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You Have the Power!
Conference will celebrate empowerment, 

leadership, influence and strength

thRegistration is underway  and seats are filling up quickly  for You Have The Power, the 17  Annual Convention and 
Annual General Meeting of the Newfoundland and Labrador Public Sector Pensioners' Association.

“We are taking the conference in an exciting new direction this year,” said Ann Bell, of the NPSPA's conference planning 
committee. “You Have The Power” is open to the public, and promises to be a major conference event for anyone who is 
55-plus.”

The conference is scheduled for September 17 and 18 at The Battery Hotel in St. John's. Keynote speakers will include 
Senator Sharon Carstairs and  social and economic activist Sue Kelland-Dyer, with a range of presenters and invited 
guests who are leaders in the community.

The 55-plus age group represents the largest and most powerful socio-economic group in the province. “You have 
tremendous influence,” Bell said. “What you say can define the public policy agenda. What you buy influences decisions 
made by retailers and manufacturers. How you vote can make governments rise or fall. How you behave can ensure your 
personal health and safety. Together, we can have a real impact. That's the purpose of this conference  to harness our social 
and political power and ensure that our interests are protected.”

The keynote speakers will address these themes, as will the conference agenda, with presentations on managing your 
personal finances, protecting yourself and your property, healthy living, legal issues,  advice on  insurance coverage and 
unions' perspectives. There will also be an update and panel discussion with the NPSPA Pension Action Committee.  The 
conference will conclude with the Annual General Meeting of the NPSPA. (Please see page *** for the detailed 
conference agenda.)

A number of local, provincial and national business/organizations will participate in  a trade show, with information 
booths and displays aimed specifically at the 55-plus generation.

At the time of this printing, Platinum sponsors for the event include Aliant, Carnell's Funeral Home, Newfoundland & 
Labrador Credit Union and Universal Travel.  A complete listing of sponsors are listed on page *** 

“There are four words that keep popping up whenever the conference planning committee gets together,” Bell said. 
“Those words are empowerment, leadership, influence and strength. On September 17 and 18, those words (just a 
suggestion- may be a little more conversational tone- will resonate with our delegates at the convention.)are going to 
have new meaning for delegates at You Have The Power!”

For more information or to register, please call the NPSPA at 754-5730, or you can register on line, our web page is 
http://www.npspa.ca/default.asp.
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MANDATE STATEMENT

The Newfoundland & Labrador Public 
Sector Pensioners’ Association exists to 
promote and advance the interests of its 
members by providing a medium for 
collaborative action on any matter affecting 
a pensioner’s well being.

EXECUTIVE
President---------John Downton
Vice President---Tony Patey
Treasurer---------Cecil Templeman
Secretary ---------Mary Ennis
Past President --- Barbara Hopkins

DIRECTORS
Ann Bell                 
Sharron Callahan   
Robert Langdon        
Barbara Stone
Myles Philpott
Eric Salter
Bill Shallow
Wesley Roberts -Western Branch

Administrative Assistant:
                               Maureen Hogan

Editor:                    Barbara Hopkins
Layout & Design:   Maureen Hogan

CONTACT US:

446 Newfoundland Drive
Suite 206
St. John’s, NL   A1A 4G7
(709) 754-5730
Toll free : 1(800) 563-4188
E-mail: pensioners@npspa.ca
Website: www.npspa.ca

ADVERTISING POLICY
We are presently accepting ads for our 
Newsletter.  We reserve the right to 
refuse ads, or to edit them after 
consultation with the advertisers.  
NPSPA does not endorse or promote any 
product or service presented in paid 
advertisements unless so specified. For 
more information please contact 
Maureen at (709)754-5730 or 1 (800) 
5 6 3 - 4 1 8 8  o r  e m a i l :  
pensioners@npspa.ca

President’s message

FINANCIAL PREPAREDNESS

As retired people we have a little pension, the house is paid off, the kids 
are on their own and we have a few RRS’s  we used to save a dollar or 
two from the tax man in an earlier day when we were in a higher tax 
bracket but we never consider ourselves investors. Well we are wrong 
those RSPs , CDs ,term Deposit or just saving accounts are all affected 
by the daily moves in the capital market and that makes us investors. 
How much control we exercise over our investments is up to us. Too 
often we relinquish control because we think it is to complicated. Well 
it is not complicated and the only person who really cares about your 
investments is you. 

In the interest of keeping us in touch with our money the Association is 
sponsoring a workshop on finance. This workshop will include tax 
issues and how we may take full advantage of opportunities offered to 
us. 

The workshop plus others will be part of the NPSPA Pensioners 
Convention slotted for September 18th 2007 at the Battery Hotel.
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SUE KELLAND-DYER

Sue Kelland-Dyer is a social and economic activist in Newfoundland and 
Labrador. A research and media consultant, she has worked as a senior policy 
analyst for both  Leader of the Opposition Loyola 
Sullivan.

In the 1990's Kelland-Dyer led a public campaign to prevent the privatization of 
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro - during which time she became a public 
f i g u r e  a n d  s t a l w a r t  o n  O p e n - L i n e  p r o g r a m s .  
Kelland-Dyer believes in the power of people to shape and develop public policy 
- and has shared her experiences with Memorial students, associations, labour 
groups, municipalities and political parties in Newfoundland Labrador and other 
Canadian provinces. 

Sue Kelland-Dyer has a particular interest in the of Newfoundland and 
Labrador including natural resources, out migration and Confederation. She has 

spent over 15 years reviewing Reports of the Auditor General including the creation and developments of the Public 
Service Pension Plans. 

Ms. Kelland-Dyer (Sue) looks forward to addressing you at the Convention and will focus on the topic, "Our Power to 
Influence Change".

Premier Roger Grimes and

history 
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“Quality Professional House Cleaning

You can Trust”

(709) 368-8821

PENSION ACTION  

Do you find yourself a little annoyed at the direction your pension has taken or the fact that we have never seen indexing 
or a decent raise in years?  well here is an opportunity for you to put your two cents worth on the table and give direction 
towards a solution.

The Association will be sponsoring a plenary session on our pension plan. We will receive presentations on how we got 
to our current position, how do we compare to other pension plans and most importantly where do we go from here. It is 
the last part where we need you and all others to input on where we go but more so how do we get there.

This plenary session plus other workshops on issue relating to our every day lives will be part of the NPSPA Pensioners 
Convention  slotted for September 17th 2007 at the Battery Hotel.
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WESTERN BRANCH NEWS by Keith Ambler

Sharon Carstairs was born in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and first ran for office in Albertan provincial riding of 
Calgary-Elbow. Her efforts within the Liberal Party helped her attain the presidency of the Albertan Liberal 
Party. In the mid-1980s, she became the leader of the Manitoban Liberal Party, though it took her two 
elections to get a seat, finally winning the River Heights riding in 1986. The 1988 election saw a spike in the 
party's popularity and suddenly Sharon Carstairs went from being the lone Liberal in the Legislature to the 
Leader of the Opposition, the first time a woman had held such a high post in all of Canada. She stayed with 

provincial politics until 1993, and was named a Senator in1994 by then-Prime Minister Jean Chretien. 

Senator Sharon Carstairs will be speaking at our Convention on  September 17, 2007.

Serving Newfoundland Since 1955 
 

Nursing Services     Footcare       Meals on Wheels      Home Support 
Wellness Clinics    Flu & Pre-Travel Immunizations      Lab Collections      
S.M.A.R.T.  In-Home Exercise           Palliative Care Volunteer Program 

 
Nationally Accredited Charitable Organization 

Serving You From 
St. John’s – Gander – Corner Brook 

Call VON at 726-8597 

The Western Branch annual spring barbeque was held on Thursday, June 28, 07 at the Bay of Islands Yacht Club.  Over 
fifty members were in attendance, and the weather was ideal for outdoor patio deck mingling, cooking and eating.

Following supper, President Wes Roberts gave a short address updating members on branch and provincial association 
news.

To close the evening, over half of the members present trooped on board the 'Crystal Waters' tour boat for a cruise of 
the Bay.  For part of the cruise, the tour boat was accompanied by a whale, various estimates of its length ranged from 
15 feet to 65 feet!

The Branch still has the ongoing challenge of recruiting members from outlying districts to serve on the executive and 
branch board.  Funding for transportation costs is one of the key issues.  Efforts continue to solve this problem.

During the spring meeting, Helen Gardner was elected vice president to succeed the late Joe Blanchard.  Bruce Nichol 
was welcomed to the board.  Both Helen and Bruce reside in Pasadena.

Yes, we know summer is still to be enjoyed, but as an advance notice the executive has booked the very popular 
Westmount Club for our Christmas dinner and dance to be held on Thursday, December 13, 07.  Another red letter day 
to be marked on your social calendar.
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YOU HAVE THE POWER

17TH ANNUAL CONVENTION & ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR PUBLIC SECTOR PENSIONERS’ ASSOCIATION

Battery Hotel

Signal Hill Road, St. John’s

September 17-18, 2007

Monday, September 17th

5:00 - 6:30 Pre-registration

6:30 - 9:00       Official Opening Ceremony 

                                 Guest Speaker: The Honourable Sharon Carstairs,                                         

   P.C., Chair,Special Senate Committee on Aging 

   Reception & Entertainment 

    Sponsors/Exhibitors Viewing

Tuesday, September 18th

8:00-8:45 Registration

Continental Breakfast

Sponsors/Exhibitors Viewing

8:45-9:00 Welcome/Greetings

9:00-9:40 Keynote Speaker Sue Kelland-Dyer, Writer,Political Activist,

Topic: "You have the Power"

Question/Answer

9:45-10:45 Choose A or B

(A)  Pension Action Committee Panel 

       Where we are and whereare we  going?

              Question/Answer

(B) "Insurance Coverage, Best friend advice           

       Home, Auto, Life coverage you need
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10:45 - 11:15      Nutrition  Break

Sponsors/Exhibitors Viewing

11:15 - 12:30      Workshops (Choose A or B)

(A)  Financial Preparedness;  David Chislott, NL credit union   

       Managing your money

       

 ( B)   Protecting Yourself & Your Property 

       

12:30 - 2:30 Buffet Lunch

Speaker 

Honorary Awards

Sponsors/ExhibitorsViewing

2:30 - 3:15   WORKSHOPS:  (Choose A or B)

(A)   Healthy Lifestyle - Health Issues 

        Dr. Bill Eaton, Family Medicine, Miller Center
         Dr. Ann Colbourne,

(B)    Legal 

               Question/Answer Session

3:15 - 4:30 WORKSHOPS :  Choose A or B

(A)    NAPE/CUPE/NTA

(B) Public Sector Health Insurance Plan, Desjardins   

4:30-4:45   Closing Remarks,   Door  Prize  Draw

4:45 - 5:00 Refreshments

5:00 - 6:00          Annual General Meeting

 Associate Professor of Medicine.  
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PERSONAL SECURITY
       

LEGAL WORKSHOP

 Does your will need to be revised?  Are you in a second 
marriage? Have you wondered what legal rights you have 
as grandparents?  Perhaps you are considering buying a 
condo?  These and other topics will be discussed by a 
Lawyer at our Convention/Annual General Meeting, 
followed by a question/answer period.

We read in the daily newspapers, hear it on television and, for sure, we are talking about the many incidents of assaults on 
our streets, invasions into the private homes of our older people, purse snatching, telephone and credit cards scams and 
other personal and property incidents.  Do you ever feel it could happen to you? Are you prepared to respond if some 
day you are the target? Come join us at our first Pensioners Conference, September 17th and 18th  Constable Doug 
Barrett, RNC will be with us to answer your questions, give tips on how you can protect yourself at home, as well as tips on 
how you can avoid getting caught in telephone and credit scams. We all can learn something new - See you there.
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Johnson Insurance Announces AIR MILES® Reward Program Partnership

We are pleased to announce that AIR MILES reward miles are now available through our Group provider of home 
and auto insurance, Johnson Insurance.  

Johnson Insurance policyholders who are AIR MILES Collectors can earn 1 reward mile for every $20 in 

premium paid (including taxes) on regular market home and auto insurance policies underwritten by Unifund 

Assurance Company.

NPSPA members who currently have a home and/or auto insurance policy through Johnson Insurance that is 
underwritten by Unifund Assurance Company can begin earning AIR MILES reward miles on a go-forward basis 
as soon as they provide their AIR MILES Collector Number.  Anyone interested in adding their AIR MILES 
Collector Number to their insurance policy, can do so by calling 1-866-483-8811, by e-mailing it to 

 or submitting it via the secure Members Only website at .  

If you have questions about the AIR MILES offer through Johnson Insurance, please contact them at following 
numbers:

§ Members who currently have insurance through Johnson Insurance   1-866-483-8811
§ For inquires about purchasing a new policy  1-888-966-0066  Remember when requesting a quote to 

provide our Group ID code NP to ensure that you get the benefits that have been negotiated on your 
behalf.

Also, for more information, you can visit .

If you are a Johnson Insurance policyholder and are interested in earning AIR MILES reward miles on your 
insurance premium, but you do not have an AIR MILES Collector number, you can enroll in the AIR MILES 
Rewards Program and get your Collector number by calling 1-888-AIR-MILE (888-247-6453) or by visiting 

 and following the instructions on how to enroll on-line.  Once you have your Collector number, 
please remember to provide it to Johnson Insurance to begin earning your reward miles.

* Terms and conditions apply.  This offer is valid only for policies underwritten by Unifund Assurance 
Company.  AIR MILES reward miles are not awarded on Facility or Residual Market insurance policies.  Johnson Insurance and Unifund 
Assurance Company share common ownership.

airmiles@johnson.ca www.johnson.ca

www.johnson.ca/airmiles

www.airmiles.ca

People often say that, in a democracy, decisions are made by a majority of the people.  Of course, that’s 
not true.

Decisions are made by a majority of those who make themselves heard and who vote.  A very different 
thing.

-Walter H.Judd-

QUOTES
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In Memory
Bert Price:  The Association was saddened by 
the passing of one of our Honourary Board of 
Dircetor,, Bertram Price (Bert), on May 19, 2007.  
Bert served on the Board from 1991 to 1995.     
He served in the capacity of President and Vice-
President.  After leaving the Board he stayed 
involved and always gave freely of his time.  He 
will be greatly missed.  We express condolences 
to his wife Lorraine and family.

Ross King:  The Association was saddened by 
the passing of one of our past Board of Dircetors, 
Rolston King (Ross), on February 10, 2007.  
Ross served on the Board from 1998 to 2002.      
We express condolences to his wife Joan and 
family.

PRESIDENT RECEIVES NATIONAL PHARMACY 

AWARD

Congratulations to John Downton on receiving a Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Association  (CPhA) Centennial Pharmacists 
Award in Ottawa. For CphA's one hundredth Anniversary, the 
Association accepted nominations from across Canada for one 
hundred awards which recognize significant contributions to 
pharmacy and to Canada through leadership. Pharmacists who 
have practiced in Canada over the past one hundred years were 
eligible to be nominated. 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

In order for the Association to meet the challenges under our mandate statement we need strong committed leadership at the 
Board, Executive and Committee levels.   Four (4) positions will become vacant.  The Nominating Committee invites you 
to submit nominations for election to the Board of Directors at the upcoming Convention/Annual General Meeting on 
September 17-18, 2007.   

The Nominations Committee will present a list of interested candidates at the Annual General Meeting at which time the 
election of Directors will take place.  It is important to note that if you have someone in mind you would like to nominate, 
that nominations can also be made from the floor.

If you are interested in serving as a Board Member, please contact Maureen at the Association Office by telephoning 
(709) 754-5730 or 1-800-563-4188 or by e-mail: mhogan@npspa.ca.

2007 Convention/Agm will be held 
on September 17-18 at the Battery 
Hotel in St. John’s.  A Block of 
rooms have been booked at Battery 
Hote l  a t  a  cos t  o f  $89 .00   
double/single occupancy.
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   1800 709-5679



Taking you on a Journey 

Daphne Baggs

Traveling Italy…… That's Amoré
Summer is a good time to enjoy the sea, but anytime is perfect to go to Sicily.  The climate is 

enjoyable year around.
Catania is a resort city at the base of Europe's largest active volcano, Mt. Etna.  Perhaps the most 

curious thing about Catania, oblivious to charred volcanic slopes soaring to 10,800 feet, is that it is 
still there.

Travel to the storybook village of Taormina which clings to the cliffs above the Mediterranean, 
viewing the scenic Greek Theatre, strolling the Corso Umberto, shopping for handicrafts such as 

thintricate embroidery, followed by lunch at the San Domenica Hotel, a 15  century monastery, is 
inspiring.. 

On to Savoca, a village whose scenic beauty and artistic heritage makes it one of the areas most attractive places. . 
Entering the village I made a short stop at Bar Vitelli and sampled a drink called “Limon Cello” considered the national 
drink of Italy.  This unique bar had a collection of artisans' tools and photographs taken when Frances Ford Coppola shot 

th
scenes for “The Godfather.” The main street features churches dating back to the 15  century.  I saw the Norman Castle 
ruins and magnificent views.

On to Forza D'Argo, a charming village overlooking the Arab-Norman Castle of Capo Sant'Alessio, and the 
coastline towards Messina. In 1990, Al Pacino and Sophia Coppola came here to shoot scenes for The Godfather 3.  From 
the main square, a lane leads to the Gothic-Catalan portal in front of the church of San Agostino.

At the Port of Naples I took a hours' jetfoil ride to Marina Grande in Capri, a port lined with colorful old fisherman's 
houses.  Capri, has earned a legendary reputation as the “Island of Love”.  Here, a mini bus took me to AnaCapri, where I 
visited Villa San Michelé. In Capri, I enjoyed a delicious pizza and wine for lunch in an outdoor cafe, followed by a stroll 
to the Piazzetta, the heart of the town's shopping and nightlife.

Along the way, I visited Augustus Gardens and arrived at the terrace to view magnificent views of this small island, 
the coast and sparkling sea before taking the funicular (cable car) to Marina Grande for the jetfoil to Sorrento.

On the hills above Sorrento, where a family-owned farm produces outstanding homemade products, I toured the 
farm and it's old wine cantina, learned the process of producing olive oil and handmade mozzarella. During afternoon tea, 
I sampled the local fare surrounded by lemon and olive groves.  

After a drive along the Amalfi Coast, I arrived in Pompeii, a once prosperous commercial and political seaport 
with a population of 25,000 that was hidden under 20 feet of volcanic ash and cinders during the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius 
in 79 A.D.  The eruption raised the land and left the ruined town far from the bay. I entered Pompeii through the Sea Gate 
and walked along the cobblestone streets to the Agora, surrounded by temples, porticoes and law courts.  It was a 
religious, civic and business centre of the city.  Because Pompeii was so well preserved, many fine details reveal the 
lifestyles of the residents, such as mosaic floors and colorful frescoes in some homes. As I wandered through, I couldn't 
help but notice the still active Mt. Vesuvius towering above, another amazing wonder in this great world of ours.  

Daphne Baggs is one of Newfoundland's experts on world travel, with more than 38 years of experience in the industry.  Reach her at dbaggs@universaltravelgroup.com



 

Estate Planning… Worth Every Penny!

A bachelor lived in the same community all of his life.  He was proud of his community and was 
always counted on to contribute to local charities and fundraisers. Everyone knew that he 
wanted his estate to be distributed to those same community groups.  He died without a Will 
and there were no known next-of-kin, so the executor had no option but to liquidate the assets 
and pay the funds to the government.
 
Sadly, like this situation, many horror stories one hears about estates are true.  Again and 
again, people's intentions are not fulfilled and families are torn apart because of poor 
information, misplaced trust and/or lack of sound planning. Is this the legacy they wanted to 
leave behind? Having a family's grief compounded by legal wrangling and results that were 
unintended, emotionally upsetting and financially costly can be avoided.

 
Many think the value of their estate is too low to need Estate Planning or a Will. They should 
reconsider. Often, people fail to take into account all of the assets that come into play at the time 

the estate is administered.
 
People assume that the primary beneficiary or joint account holder (often a spouse) will be there to accept the inheritance 
and therefore believe that a Will isn't necessary  the possibility, or outcome, of both dying should be considered. 
 
Without a Will, no one has the right to manage the deceased's affairs until an administrator is appointed. The estate is in 
limbo until this step is completed. And, when the application is made, the court may require that the potential 
administrator post a bond to ensure the assets of the estate are protected in the event of mismanagement.  Also consider 
that a delay in the estate administration may result in higher fees and charges.
 
Still others are reluctant to pay for quality professional services. They seek out the cheapest solutions without measuring 
the savings against the financial and human costs that can result. The old adage that “the only thing more expensive than 
hiring a professional is hiring an amateur” can be very applicable in this area.

 
A good estate-planning consultant brings it all together by taking the time to learn about the individual's needs and 
wishes, providing good information and options.  They look at the overall picture to ensure outcomes will match intentions 
and finally, turn the Will plan over to a lawyer (or notary in British Columbia) to ensure the wording and construction of the 
final documentation is clear and actionable.

 
Death is a very difficult time. It should not be made more tragic because assets are wasted and family relationships 
strained  all because of inadequate planning. 

 
Reprinted from the Trust Services bulletin with permission from Concentra Financial.

Darren Chislett
Wealth Management Advisor
Newfoundland and Labrador Credit Union

Darren Chislett
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4549783

Aliant

Carnells Funeral Home

Universal Travel

Newfoundland & Labrador Credit Union

Desjardins Financial

Johnson Inc.

Sisters of  Mercy

Sisters of  presentation

CUPE

]Northern Property

SPONSORS
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